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About this Project 
I’ll allow myself to begin this post with a personal note here.  GTR2 holds a special place in my heart, and 
I am sure I am not the only one out there feeling that way.  It is the game that flipped me completely – 
once I encountered it, I never looked back at casual racing games anymore. 

Time went by, and lack of Crew Chief and quality VR support made me set GTR2 aside for a few years.  But 
I always silently hoped and dreamt that this would change one day.  Recently, I ventured into the world 
of RBR, and seeing what community achieved there made me realize - things do not have to stay as they 
are in GTR2.  As a result – Crew Chief Team presents to you GTR2 Crew Chief and native VR support. 

This project is the result of a close cooperation between Sparten and me.  Sparten solved several complex 
problems, greatly accelerating progress.  He found out that GTR2 uses a form of rF1 plugin model, which 
saved us several months of work.  In an instant, this discovery elevated the overall GTR2 tooling to an 
entirely new level.  Aside from the Crew Chief support, we also got better Motion and Transducer 
integration - we notified devs of SimTools and SimHub and they already updated their tools to make use 
of that.  He also ignited the hope for the native VR by implementing VR tracking, which kicked off the 
adventure of implementing the VR support.  Without Sparten’s help this project would’ve taken much 
longer, and frankly, I am not sure I would’ve had enough patience and lasting interest to bring this project 
this far if it wasn’t for his cooperation and unique skills. 

Note: this plugin is provided as is, without support.  No feature requests are accepted.  
The only support you get is this manual.  Use it at your own risk.  This is tested in offline 
only, no idea if it will cause online mismatches or any other issues.  This effort is all about three words 
– offline motorsport immersion. 
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Project Scope 
Due to several reasons, most notably that this is unofficial modification being worked on by a single person 

without the source code, this project has areas that are out of focus of this effort: 

 Online racing, dedicated server etc. 

 Replays and external camera views 

 Many Enhancements apply to player vehicle only 

Out of scope means that Enhancements may not work in the above scenarios, and I will not be spending 

time on those areas. 

Requirements (both CC and VR) 
 Only Steam GTR2.exe (the newest .exe available) is supported (binary size 3,541,504 bytes).  

(Minor) hex edits should be fine.  The game is available for purchase on Steam. 

 

 Requires VC++ redist: https://aka.ms/vs/16/release/vc_redist.x86.exe  

 

 GTR2 itself also requires: 

o DX9 runtime: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8109 

o VC++ 2010 x86 redist: https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=26999  

 

Notes on Multithreading 
To avoid FPS impact, the plugin utilizes multiple CPU cores.  This approach may not work well on some 

very old, or laptop processors.  Listed below are the features that utilize multiple cores.  You can disable 

them if you’re struggling with game performance/smoothness. 

 Physics decoupling feature (physicsOfflinePlayerMode setting). 

 DXVK integration. 

 Additional Motec data pages (graphicsMotecEnableAdditionalDataPages setting). 

 Backfires on all cars (graphicsBackfireOnAllCarsFrequency setting). 

 DRS Rules. 

It is also important to utilize all your CPU cores by correctly using changeProcessAffinity setting (0x0 is 

recommended).  I also recommend keeping CPU Hyper Threading enabled in BIOS.  

https://aka.ms/vs/16/release/vc_redist.x86.exe
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8109
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=26999
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=26999
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Starting GTR2 
If you have no issues getting GTR2 to start with CC Plugin installed, you don’t need to read this section.  

This section is intended for people getting back into GTR2 or starting it for the very first time. 

Getting GTR2 to run is the trickiest part of using this plugin.  There are many conflicting suggestions (and 

misinformation) online regarding the GTR2 start procedure, so I decided to clearly outline The Happy Path, 

the easiest way of getting GTR2 to start reliably.  This assumes that you have: 

 Steam version of GTR2 installed 

 Up to date version of the Crew Chief application installed 

 

The Happy Path start procedure 

1. Copy GTR2 out of Steam folder, for example, to C:\Games.  Normally, it is in 

Steam\SteamApps\common\GTR 2 - FIA GT Racing Game folder.  Save that copy.  This is your 

clean copy.  You can close Steam now – it is no longer needed. 

 

2. Create another copy of the folder you just copied out – that will be your [GTR2 Drop].  I 

recommend new drop per mod (a copy of a clean copy you copied out of Steam in the previous 

step 😊), because that way game starts faster and because many CrewChief.ini settings are 

mod/series specific. 

 

3. Copy all the contents of Program Files (x86)\Britton IT Ltd\CrewChiefV4\plugins\GTR2\ into your 

[GTR2 Drop]. 

 

 

4. Run GTR2Config.exe to select the desired video mode.  GTR2 should now start reliably.  

Note #1: Steam version of GTR2 does not need NOCD/NODVD and patch v1.1.  It is already the latest and 

the greatest GTR2 version. 

Note #2: Make sure GTR2.exe does not have compatibility mode set.  That’s the most common issue with 

using this plugin.  Also, it is not recommended to run GTR2.exe as Administrator. 

Note #3: Do not run GTR2 out of Steam install folder, that causes all kinds of problems. 

Note #4: If GTR2 fails to launch after GPU driver upgrade or OS upgrade, you may need to re-run 

GTR2Config.exe. 

Note #5: If you are running large grids, make sure to patch GTR2.exe with the 4Gb patch (for example, by 

using this: https://esport-racing.de/4gb-patch-for-gtr2/).  Note that 4Gb patch requires 64bit Windows, it 

won’t do anything on 32bit Windows. 

You could also use CFF Explorer to do the same: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM  

Note #6: if you are running 4k monitor and you only see part of the GTR2 window, right click on the 

GTR2.exe, navigate to the Compatibility tab and click “Change High DPI Settings”.  Enable the “Override 

high DPI scaling behavior” checkbox, and leave “Application” selected in the list box. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM
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Note#7: if you use multiple GTR2 drops, I recommend disabling CC automatic plugin install.  To do so, 

disable the "Update game plugins on startup" setting in CC application preferences.  

Note#8: Highly Recommended: see “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” section on 

how to avoid using GTR2Config.exe. 

 

The Happy Path start procedure – HQ Anniversary patch 

As of 08/05/2021 HQ Anniversary patch still defaults to an older GTR2.exe and requires additional steps 

to get it to work with the Crew Chief GTR2 Enhancements Plugin.    

1. Create a new [GTR2 Drop] by following steps 1) and 2) from the The Happy Path start 

procedure. 

2. Extract HQ Anniversary Part 1 and Part 2 into the same folder.  Allow Part 2 overwrite some files 

from the Part 1. 

3. [Optional] Delete all .exe and .dll files out of HQ Anniversary patch.  If you do this, you can skip 

step 5.a below. 

4. Copy the extracted HQ Anniversary patch files into your [GTR2 Drop] allowing it to overwrite 

everything. 

5. Run GTR233_Setup.cmd 

a. On page V make sure to select GTR2 Digital:

 
b. On page XII, GTR2_Setup.cmd can copy Crew Chief GTR2 Enhancements Plugin binaries 

for you.  Alternatively, you could perform step 3) from the The Happy Path start 
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procedure yourself:

 
 

c. If you want button controllable Crew Chief wipers, make sure to select them on a page 

XXIV.  See “Graphical Changes->Wiper Animation” to learn more about wipers enabled 

by this plugin.

 
 

6. Run GTR2Config.exe to select the desired video mode.  GTR2 should now start reliably.  

 

 

Note #1: Steam version of GTR2 does not need NOCD/NODVD and patch v1.1.  It is already the latest and 

the greatest GTR2 version. 

Note #2: Make sure GTR2.exe does not have compatibility mode set.  That’s the most common issue with 

using this plugin.  Also, it is not recommended to run GTR2.exe as Administrator. 

Note #3: Do not run GTR2 out of Steam install folder, that causes all kinds of problems. 
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Note #4: If GTR2 fails to launch after GPU driver upgrade or OS upgrade, you may need to re-run 

GTR2Config.exe. 

Note #5: If you are running large grids, make sure to patch GTR2.exe with the 4Gb patch (for example, by 

using this: https://esport-racing.de/4gb-patch-for-gtr2/).  Note that 4Gb patch requires 64bit Windows, it 

won’t do anything on 32bit Windows. 

You could also use CFF Explorer to do the same: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM 

 

Note #6: if you are running 4k monitor and you only see part of the GTR2 window, right click on the 

GTR2.exe, navigate to the Compatibility tab and click “Change High DPI Settings”.  Enable the “Override 

high DPI scaling behavior” checkbox, and leave “Application” selected in the list box.  

Note#7: if you use multiple GTR2 drops, I recommend disabling CC automatic plugin install.  To do so, 

disable the "Update game plugins on startup" setting in CC application preferences.  

Note#8: Highly Recommended: see “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” section on 

how to avoid using GTR2Config.exe. 

 

A note on Power & Glory 
Power & Glory installer overwrites bunch of files in GTR2 drop location, and plugin will not work unless 

you delete all *.dll and *.exe files and replace them with *.dll and *.exe files from the original Steam GTR2 

drop.   Then, simply follow the “Happy Path” procedure to get the plugin to work. 

Also, see this thread: https://thecrewchief.org/showthread.php?2554-Issue-connecting-CrewChief-to-

new-GTR2-PnG-3-2-install  

 

If GTR2 still does not start… 
On some computers GTR2 does not start without the extra steps listed below.  I will fix this issue as soon 

as I manage to reproduce it, but here are the instructions.  Special thanks for figuring the workaround out 

go to theguy69 and to Kuma606 for confirming the fix and writing the below tutorial: 

1. Install Microsoft Compatibility Admin Toolkit from this link: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-

us/windows-hardware/get-started/adk-install  

2. Follow install procedure, only the application compatibility toolkit is required (8MB) 

3. Run Compatibility administrator (32 bit) 

4. Create new custom database 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM
https://thecrewchief.org/showthread.php?2554-Issue-connecting-CrewChief-to-new-GTR2-PnG-3-2-install
https://thecrewchief.org/showthread.php?2554-Issue-connecting-CrewChief-to-new-GTR2-PnG-3-2-install
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/get-started/adk-install
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/get-started/adk-install
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5. Within the new DB, add a new application fix 

6. Point it to the relevant GTR2.exe 

 
7. Skip to the final step in which there are around 430 compatibility fixes, and enable "VirtualRegistry" 
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8. Either run the game from MCAT, or right click on the custom DB and install it for permanent usage 

 

9. Profit! 

To uninstall: 
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Crew Chief Integration 

Installation 
Crew Chief might be able to automatically install the files needed.  However, if you are using multiple 

GTR2 drops, it is important to understand the exact installation steps.  If you are using the manual steps, 

disable the "Update game plugins on startup" setting in CC application preferences. 

1. Copy CrewChief.dll file out of: 

Program Files (x86)\Britton IT Ltd\CrewChiefV4\plugins\GTR2\Plugins 

 

into  

 

[GTR2 Root]\Plugins. 

 

If Plugins folder does not exist, create it. 

 

2. Launch GTR2 once, you should now find CrewChief.ini file in the Plugins folder.   This needs to be 
done only the very first time1.   
 

Note: if game refuses to start/crashes visit “Starting GTR2” section.  

 

Spotter accuracy 
If you use spotter (car left/car right functionality), you may need to raise data update rate by changing 
scoringUpdateBoost value.  Lower value boosts the game data update rate, but increases the CPU usage.  
The lower the value, the more precise spotter will be, but at a cost of higher CPU usage.  
 
Valid range is [0.0, 0.5].  At the lowest value, which is 0.0 (spotter data updated on every frame), causes 
approximately 10% FPS reduction, and at 0.1-0.2 CPU usage increase is negligible.  Put this to 0.5 to 
eliminate FPS impact or if you do not use the spotter functionality. 
 
Note: this setting has no effect if physics decoupling feature is enabled (see “Physics Changes” section).  
In decoupled physics mode scoring updates are as possible without any performance impact. 

 

Work in progress 
- Timed races that finish on either laps or time are not handled entirely correctly by the CC yet. 

 

Limitations 
- For the best experience, English only strings need to be used in Game.dic, otherwise significant 

parts of CC functionality won’t work. 

                                                           
1 You would also need to run GTR2 to access the new features introduced by the update.  Running GTR2 will add 

new configuration params into CrewChief.ini. 
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VR Support (SteamVR/OpenXR) 
VR support has strict requirements and limitations.  Please make sure to familiarize yourself with the 

“Requirements/(Not)Supported configuration” section. 

Requirements/(Not)Supported configuration 

- Steam GTR2.exe only 
- Windows 10 only 
- DX9 only 
- 32bit color only  
- Windowed mode only.  Also see: “Graphical Changes/Borderless window mode” 

  
- Do not run neither GTR2.exe nor GTR2Config.exe Administrator.  Since doing so breaks CC 

SteamVR overlays, such configuration is not supported and is not tested. 
  

- Do not set compatibility modes on GTR2.exe/GTR2Config.exe.  “High DPI Scaling override” set to 
“Application” is OK if your window scales to your Desktop incorrectly.  Any other compat settings 
are not supported. 
 

- Do not run anything that might interfere with SteamVR (ReVive, Vorpx etc). 
 

- Tools/Plugins that rely on d3d9.dll are not supported. 
 

Installation 
Crew Chief should be able to automatically install the files needed.  However, if you are using multiple 

GTR2 drops, it is important to understand the exact installation steps. 

- Copy CrewChief.dll file out of Program Files (x86)\Britton IT 

Ltd\CrewChiefV4\plugins\GTR2\Plugins into [GTR2 Root]\Plugins 

 

- Copy d3d9.dll and openvr_api.dll files out of Program Files (x86)\Britton IT 

Ltd\CrewChiefV4\plugins\GTR2 into [GTR2 Root] 

 

- Launch GTR2 once, that will create the CrewChief.ini file.   This needs to be done only the very 

first time. 

 

- Set enableSteamVRRendering = 1 in CrewChief.ini.   

 

- You could also enable VR rendering from the command line, see the “Command Line 

Parameters” section. 

 

Note: if game refuses to start/crashes visit “Starting GTR2” section. 
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Limitations 

- Pit crew member that guides car out of the garage is sometimes disappearing.  It seems to be 

related to high FOV values used in VR and as of today I am unsure how to fix it. 

 

- Lens flare pops in and out of the view incorrectly.  No idea how to fix it (yet). 

 

OpenXR Rendering 
On some headsets, OpenXR rendering may produce higher framerates.  In order to utilize CCGEP OpenXR 

VR rendering: 

 Configure CCGEP to use DXVK rendering.  See section "DXVK Integration". 

 Make sure you use command line switches to configure the GTR2 Window size.  See section 

"Command Line Video Mode settings".  This helps in savoiding a lot of problems. 

 Set  enableSteamVRRendering = 1 or pass –ccvr command line switch. 

 Set enableDXVKVROpenXR = 1  

 Use to DXVKOpenXRResolutionScale setting to configure the resolution scale. 

 

OpenXR Rendering Requirements 

 OpenXR rendering is DXVK Vulkan 1.3 only.  You would need to use the latest version of my DXVK 

Fork.  See the “Downloads and Resources” section. 

 As of February 2023, only Pimax, WMR and Oculus support 32bit OpenXR.  See this list: 

https://mbucchia.github.io/OpenXR-Toolkit/opencomposite.html#headset-compatibility  

 For Pimax, use PiTool v281+PimaxXR.  Newer PiTools (including v284) are broken - UI won't render 

correctly.  On my PC disabling HAGS improves OpenXR experience.  Also, a fix for poor tracking in 

the UI in PimaxXR is coming. 

 WMR does not support OpenXR via Vulkan.  This solution might help: 

https://github.com/mbucchia/OpenXR-Vk-D3D12/releases/tag/1.0.0  

 

Limitations 

 Curved UI is not supported yet.  

 Crew Chief VR overlays do not work in OpenXR, unless SteamVR is used for OpenXR. 

 OpenXR Toolkit does not work because currently it is 64bit only (it won't see GTR2 running). 

 

VR Configuration 
; If DXVK VR is in use, requests that plugin uses OpenXR runtime instead of SteamVR. 
; 
; Requires enableSteamVRRendering enabled or -ccvr command line switch passed. 
enableDXVKVROpenXR = 1 
 
; DXVK VR OpenXR resolution scale percentage, similar to SteamVR resolution. 
DXVKOpenXRResolutionScale = 200 
 
; Set this to 1 to disable the game HUD in DXVK OpenXR VR renderer. 

https://mbucchia.github.io/OpenXR-Toolkit/opencomposite.html#headset-compatibility
https://github.com/mbucchia/OpenXR-Vk-D3D12/releases/tag/1.0.0
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disableDXVKVROpenXRHUD = 1 
 
; Enabling this improves performance with Pimax headset, but makes it  
; worse with Index.  Experiment to see what works better with your HMD. 
; 
; This setting does not apply to OpenXR. 
enablePimaxMode = 0 
 
; Experimental: submit explicit frame timing in DXVK mode.  Has no effect in Pimax mode. 
; 
; This setting does not apply to OpenXR. 
enableExplicitDXVKTiming = 1 
 
; Experimental: do OpenVR WaitGetPoses after Submit. 
; 
; This setting does not apply to OpenXR. 
enableWaitGetPosesAfterSubmit = 0 
 
; Set to 1 to disable the VR Hidden Area Mask (in case it causes problems). 
disableVRHAM = 0 
 
; Sets distance to the menu/non-cockpit camera overlay.  Higher value moves 
; overlay further, lower moves it closer. 
menuOverlayDistance = 1.500000 
 
; Sets vertical offset of the menu/non-cockpit camera overlay.  Higher value moves 
; overlay up, lower moves it down. 
menuOverlayVerticalOffset = -0.300000 
 
; Sets curvature of the menu/non-cockpit camera overlay.  Higher value makes 
; overlay more curved, lower makes it less curved. 
menuOverlayCurvature = 0.200000 
 
; Sets distance to the HUD overlay.  Higher value moves 
; overlay further, lower moves it closer. 
hudOverlayDistance = 1.500000 
 
; Sets curvature of the HUD overlay.  Higher value makes 
; overlay more curved, lower makes it less curved. 
hudOverlayCurvature = 0.200000 
 
; Scales the HUD overlay horizontally.  Higher value makes 
; overlay more wider, lower makes it narrower. 
hudOverlayWidthScale = 1.000000 
 
; Scales the HUD overlay vertically.  Higher value makes 
; overlay taller, lower makes it shorter. 
hudOverlayHeightScale = 1.000000 
 
; Virtual key code to use for resetting the HMD view.  Default is VK_NUMPAD5. 
; See https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/inputdev/virtual-key-codes for vkey codes. 
recenterHMDVirtualKey = 0x65 
 
; Improves the lens flare effect rendering by moving the lens flare images closer to 
; the center of a vision (positive value) or further out (negative value).  This avoids 
; the double sun image.  Use "enableLensOffsetTuneUpMode" to find value that works best with 
; your HMD (it depends on the aspect ratio and whether panels are canted or not). 
; 
; Suggested values: 
; * Pimax 5K/8K, large FOV, native mode looks best at around ~36.0 
; * Valve Index looks best at around ~19.0 
lensHOffsetPercentage = 36.000000 
 
; Enables lens flare effect tune up mode.  Launch the game and start a session with the sun low in the 
; the sky (e.g. Donington at 5pm - the sun is on the right of the starting grid).  Look at the sun  
; and use Numpad 4/Numpad 6 keys to move the flare effect until suns visually merge.  You will see 
; message like: "Lens Flare Horizontal Offset percentage: 13.323".  Set "lensHOffsetPercentage" to  
; whatever this value is. 
enableLensOffsetTuneUpMode = 0 
 
; VR convenience override used to extend the seat adjust range in .car file.  Range R is applied in 
; the following way: 
; 
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; MaxSeatRear=R 
; MaxSeatFront=-R 
; MaxSeatUp=R 
; MaxSeatDown=-R 
; 
; Nice starting value is 0.5. 
; 
; Set this to 0.0 to disable the override and use values from the .car file. 
; Note: this override works in 2D as well. 
overrideVRMaxSeatRange = 1.000000 
 
; VR convenience override used to force NightAmbientColour and NightFogColour  
; .gdb values.  Overriding those settings helps making night racing in VR darker. 
; Stock values are way too bright for VR use. 
; 
; Suggested settings: 
; * Pimax 5X XR - (9.0, 9.0, 9.0) 
; * Oculus Q2 - (3.0, 3.0, 3.0) 
; 
; Valid values: [0.0, 255.0] 
; Set this to (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) to disable the override and use value from the .gdb file. 
overrideVRNightAmbientColour = (9.000000, 9.000000, 9.000000) 
 
; VR convenience override used to force RainNightAmbientColour and RainNightFogColour  
; .gdb values.  Overriding those settings helps making night racing in VR darker. 
; Stock values are way too bright for VR use. 
; 
; Suggested settings: 
; * Pimax 5X XR - (6.0, 6.0, 6.0) 
; * Oculus Q2 - (2.0, 2.0, 2.0) 
; 
; Valid values: [0.0, 255.0] 
; Set this to (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) to disable the override and use value from the .gdb file. 
overrideVRNightRainAmbientColour = (6.000000, 6.000000, 6.000000) 
 
; VR convenience override used to force emissive RGB color on sky NIGHT material. 
; Overriding this setting helps making night sky darker in VR, as by default it 
; is way too bright. 
; 
; Suggested settings: 
; * Pimax 5X XR / Oculus Q2 - (60.0, 60.0, 60.0) 
; 
; Valid values: [0.0, 255.0] 
; Set this to (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) to disable the override and use material default values. 
overrideVRNightSkyEmissiveRGB = (60.000000, 60.000000, 60.000000) 
 
; VR convenience override used to force emissive RGB color on sky NIGHTR material. 
; Overriding this setting helps making night rainy sky darker in VR, as by default it 
; is way too bright. 
; 
; Suggested settings: 
; * Pimax 5X XR / Oculus Q2 - (50.0, 50.0, 50.0) 
; 
; Valid values: [0.0, 255.0] 
; Set this to (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) to disable the override and use material default values. 
overrideVRNightRainSkyEmissiveRGB = (50.000000, 50.000000, 50.000000) 

 

VR Recommended tweaks 
- Run the game in windowed mode and use your Desktop resolution.  Enable 

graphicsForceBorderlessWindow setting to enable borderless mode.  This will keep mouse 

bounded and will give you fullscreen experience at no performance cost. 

 

- To avoid culling issues (cars, buildings disappearing), edit defviews.cam 

 

LocalCam=COCKPIT 
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{ 

Fov=(160.000000, 62.00000) 

 

Raise value of 62 until culling issues disappear.  (Running 110 here). 

 

 

- In order to avoid camera clipping/cutting out of a car, decrease: 

 

ClipPlanes=(0.04, 500.000000) 

 

Keep it as high as you can tolerate visually.  Also see “Graphics/Advanced flicker fix” section.  In DXVK 

mode you can move near clip plane as close as you want without introducing any flickering.   Note 

however, that even if near clip plane will no longer cause flicker, it still causes some issues with headlight 

reflection if set too low (I would not go below 0.03 in DXVK moved and below 0.04 in DX9 mode).  All that 

said, with open wheelers it works great.   

 

- In DX9 mode, usual GTR2 AA settings still apply in VR.  See this Reshade post by Retrolux for 

recommended AA settings: https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/retrolux-reshade-

gtr2.42342/ 

 

- For DXVK mode, see “DXVK Integration/DXVK “SGSSAA”” section. 

And don’t forget to crank SteamVR SS setting waaaaay up! :)  My personal preference: 

 DXVK OpenXR mode 

 DXVKOpenXRResolutionScale=200 

 

 dxvk.conf: 

d3d9.forceSwapchainMSAA = 4 

d3d9.forceSampleRateShading = True 

d3d9.forceD32FS8DepthStencil = True 

 

Notes on performance 
- Keep GTR2 memory usage below 3Gb.  As the game crosses 3Gb threshold, performance drops 

sharply.  Also, see “Memory Usage Optimizations” section. 

 

- Check out the “DXVK Integration” section.  On some hardware, DXVK mode runs a bit faster than 

DX9 VR.  DXVK OpenXR rendering may run even. 

 

- One of the biggest issues in GTR2 is rain performance.  Currently, plugin offers a setting for 

disabling rain reflection, see: the  “Graphical Changes/Performance Settings” section. 

 

https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/retrolux-reshade-gtr2.42342/
https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/retrolux-reshade-gtr2.42342/
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- Shadows is what kills CPU in GTR2.  So, whenever you need to raise the FPS, lower shadows to 

High or Medium. 

 

- Second largest perf killers are Opponent Details and Headlights, so lower those especially if you 

do 24hr events.  

 

- Set Options->Video->Pitcrew Details to Player Only (Thanks Retrolux for figuring out that Full 

causes severe issues on some tracks). 

 

- Probably the most important thing to note: choose content that works well.  VR rendering in GTR2 

is very sensitive to how well optimized the content is.  Some content will run great, and some 

won’t.  Currently, the only way to address this today is via content optimizations.  What this means 

is that you will need to be picky about the content as not all of it will run well. 

 

- I suggest running 400Hz decoupled physics/200Hz decoupled inputs, as it increases the FPS.  See 

“Decoupled Physics mode”. 

Missing driver hands in Stock content 
Some stock content has issues rendering driver hands at high FOV of VR.  This is fixed in HQ Anniversary 

patch.   HQ Anniversary patch is very well optimized and is highly recommended for playing the stock 

content. 

VR Recommended .plr file tweaks 
GTR2 is primarily CPU and Memory bound.   Below are some tweaks I recommend for getting some 

precious resources back.   I’ll be updating this list as I learn more. 

Data Acquisition File="" 

MoTeC Minimum Time="1" – note setting this to 0 makes the game crash, I might fix this  

at some point. 

AI to AI Collision Rate="20"  
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Rule Changes 
Rule changing options are straightforward, so listing them below as they are in the CrewChief.ini file.  

Those do not affect AI currently - their sole purpose is improving immersion. 

; Disable automatic speed limiter engagement on pit lane entry/exit. 

rulesDisableAutomaticSpeedLimiter = 1 

 
; Enable pit lane speed limit detection in all sessions (not only the Race session). 
; To serve penalty in non-race session, return to the pits. 
rulesEnablePitLaneSpeedLimitInAllSessions = 1 
 
; Activate speed limiter in the garage stall.  Only applies to vehicles with limiter available 
; and tracks with speed limit below 200km/h. 
rulesActivateSpeedLimiterOnGarageExit = 0 
 
; Override pit lane speed limit (km/h).  Set this to the unrealistically high value (400) to  
; effectively disable the speed limit.  Useful for simulating pre-1994 events. 
; 
; Set to 0 to keep the speed limit specified by the track. 
rulesOverridePitLaneSpeedLimit = 0 
 
; Issue a penalty for exiting the pits before exit light goes green. 
rulesEnablePenaltyForExitingOnRed = 1 
 
; Don't allow the game to automatically start the engine on exiting the garage. 
rulesDisableAutomaticEngineStartOnGarageExit = 1 
 

; Require headlights while driving in the dark.  After the warning, 
; player has 60 seconds to enable the headlights or get Disqualified. 
rulesRequireHeadlightsInDark = 0 
 

 

DRS Rules 
Plugin adds support for DRS rules.  DRS is enabled if: 

 Vehicle has DRS LED implemented (via CCM_MOTEC_DRS_LED material. See: “Graphical 

Changes/For Modders: adding Enhanced Motec Features”). 

 DRS rules are enabled in the .ccgdb file. 

Plugin will look for DRS rules settings in the .ccgdb file.  The .ccgdb file has to be placed next to track’s 

.gdb file.  File name should match the track’s .gdb file name. 

To test DRS, start Open Session and drive out of the pits.  DRS should be available for engagement.  
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DTM 2018 
Here’s an example of .ccgdb file defining the DTM 2018 rules: 

[RULES] 
; 0 - none 
; 1 - DTM 2018 
rulesDRSRuleSet = 1 
 
; How many laps should leader complete under Green for DRS to be allowed in race. 
; Default: 2 
rulesDRSLeadInLaps = 2 
 
; How many seconds behind the car ahead are allowed at DRS detection zone to allow DRS. 
; Default: 2.0 
rulesDRSActivationThresholdSeconds = 2.0 
 
; How many DRS activations per lap are allowed for DRS DTM 2018 ruleset. 
; Default: 3, Min:1,  Max: 3 
rulesDRSDTM18ActivationsPerLap = 3 
 
; How many DRS activations per race are allowed for DRS DTM 2018 ruleset. 
; Default: 18, Min:1 
rulesDRSDTM18ActivationsPerRace = 18 
 

DRS is always available in sessions other than Race and disabled in Qualification.  Also, DRS is disabled 

during the rain. 

F1 2011/F1 2013 
Here’s an example of .ccgdb file defining the F1 2011 rules.   This track comes with 2 DRS zones. 

[RULES] 
; 0 - none 
; 1 - DTM 2018 
; 2 - F1 2011 
; 3 - F1 2013 
rulesDRSRuleSet = 2 
 
; How many laps should leader complete under Green for DRS to be allowed in race. 
; Default: 2 
rulesDRSLeadInLaps = 2 
 
; How many seconds behind the car ahead are allowed at DRS detection zone to allow DRS. 
; Default: 2.0 
rulesDRSActivationThresholdSeconds = 1.0 
 
; DRS Zones. 
; 
; beginDRSQualification - DRS qualification detection point 
; beginDRSActivation - DRS activation zone begin point 
; endDRSActivation - DRS activation zone end point 
; endDRSQualification - DRS qualification reset point.  Previous qualification is lost after this point.  Also, ends the last activation zone. 
; 
; All points are defined in meters around the lap. 
beginDRSQualification = 4778.000 
beginDRSActivation = 5629.200 
endDRSQualification = 599.274 
 
beginDRSQualification = 2464.850 
beginDRSActivation = 2867.678 
endDRSQualification = 3600.500 

 

F1 DRS is always available in sessions other than Race.  The difference between F1 2011 and 2013 rulesets 

is that during 2011/12 season in non-Race sessions it was legal to engage DRS everywhere.  From year 

2013 and onwards that changed and DRS engagements is allowed in the DRS activation zones only.   

Also, DRS is disabled during the rain. 
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DRS Engagement/Disengagement speed 
 

In CrewChief.ini 
; How long it takes for rear wing to engage/disengage into/from DRS position. 
rulesDRSEngageSpeedSeconds = 1.000000 
 

Same setting can be configured per-car, in the [RULES] section of the .cchdc file. 
 

Limitations 
Currently, AI is not using DRS.  Consequentially, rear wing does not move visually. 
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FFB Changes 
DD WHEEL USERS, PLEASE BE CAREFUL.  IN PARTICULAR, REAL FEEL PLUGIN (RFP) TENDS TO OUTPUT 
VERY HIGH FORCES, SO MAKE SURE YOU START WITH VERY LOW VALUES/MULTIPLIERS ETC. 

FFB changes added by CCGEP have little to do with physical reality, they are not laserscanned etc.  Their 
single purpose is increasing immersion and focus. 

FFB features can be saved on per-car basis in .cchdc file.  See “Additional Features/For Modders: Per-Car 

settings file (.cchdc)”. 

rFactor Real Feel Plugin wiring 
Stock GTR2 does not support plugin FFB overrides.  CCGEP fixes that issue by loading rFactor Real Feel 

Plugin by TechAde and authors of LeoFFB (Thank You!) and wires the plugin. 

CCGEP can load v0.936 and v0.92 of RFP, but v0.92 is loaded only for experimentation purposes.  

Everything written further implies that v0.936 is used.   

Note: LeoFFB.dll is not wired and is not needed.  v0.936 of RFP includes LeoFFB features. 

Notes on Direct Drive wheel oscillation 
LeoFFB part of RFP plugin does an amazing job at creating low speed/stationary friction effect.  However, 

it could cause violent oscillations during the pit stop, or if you let go of the wheel quickly, or 

pause/unpause the game.  This could cause injury, so it is important to spend time to configure the RFP 

correctly.  Here are the tools available to help eliminating/reducing oscillation: 

 Start with high RFP MaxForceAtSteeringRack value, for example 200000.0 (actual sign depends 

on your wheel) and lower it if you want stronger steering force. 

 

 Start with low RFP Kf value, for example 500.0 (actual sign depends on your wheel) and raise it if 

you want stronger low speed/stationary friction.  

 

 Set ffbStationaryFricitonMagnitude to 1.0 and make sure that .plr  “FFB steer friction coefficient” 

is not at 0.0. 

 

 Set ffbRampUpSeconds to 3.0 or higher.  This value reapplies steering force gradually after 

unpausing and that avoids wheel getting high punch on resuming (which may lead to the 

oscillation). 

 

 To make sure unexpected oscillation won’t kick in after your engine dies, test your setup with 

ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor set to 1.0.   

 

Enhancements on top of Real Feel Plugin 

 RFP does not have a concept of power steering.  CCGEP improves that (a bit) by modifying Kf force 

if the engine is running.   

 

 Kf = Kf * ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor 
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Note that ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor is dynamically scaled depending on the 

ffbPowerSteeringRunningRPM setting. 

 

 GTR2 .tyr files have “Softness” values for each compound.  CCGEP allows adjusting RFP Ks (tire 

stiffness) value dynamically depending on “Softness” of the current compound.  Note that not 

many mods configure “Softness”, so you may need to edit values yourself.  Here are some 

example values: 

 

Soft Slick: Softness=0.58 

Medium Slick: Softness=0.55 

Hard Slick: Softness=0.50 

Intermediate: Softness=0.59 

Soft Wet: Softness=0.60 

Monsoon: Softness=0.62 

 

Then, use two CCGEP settings tiresBaseSoftness and ffbRFPSoftnessKsWeight to configure how 

Ks force is adjusted.  I created this Excel sheet to clarify the “math”:  

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/softness-calc.xlsx  

 

Configuring Real Feel Plugin FFB in GTR2 
It is difficult to suggest a definite configuration, because it depends a lot on the wheel used and user 

preferences.  Also, there are many ways to achieve similar results, there is no one right way here. So 

instead, I will share the knowledge I gained by configuring RFP which will hopefully help You in getting the 

most out of RFP.  

Make sure you read this post by Niels Heusinkveld, it is a very good intro into RFP configuration: 

https://www.racedepartment.com/threads/realfeel-settings-and-discussion.107251/page-2#post-

2101592   

Note: it is possible that RFP in GTR2 outputs much higher forces than in rF1 (I have no time to test rF1, 

but that is impression I am getting from reading old forum posts).  So, you would need to use significantly 

higher or lower values (depending on parameter) than what people suggest for rF1 and related games. 

Getting Real Feel Plugin 

You would need v0.936 of the RFP. You only need RealFeelPlugin.dll.  Ignore all instructions related to 

controller.ini etc., I do not think they apply to GTR2 

https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/realfeel-for-rfactor1.16548/ 

Be careful 

If you are a DD user, I strongly suggest setting:  

DefaultMaxForceAtSteeringRack=200000.000000 

DefaultKf=-1000.000000 (may need to change sign depending on wheel) 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/softness-calc.xlsx
https://www.racedepartment.com/threads/realfeel-settings-and-discussion.107251/page-2#post-2101592
https://www.racedepartment.com/threads/realfeel-settings-and-discussion.107251/page-2#post-2101592
https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/realfeel-for-rfactor1.16548/
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And gradually adjust towards the desired values. 

Priorities 

1) The main source of my personal dissatisfaction with GTR2 FFB is what happens at low speeds and at a 

standstill (completely unrealistic).  As a result, my settings revolve around maximizing the low-speed effect 

implemented by the LeoFFB part of RFP. 

2) I am not a big fan of endless fiddling over FFB, so another priority of mine is to find the simplest solution 

that will be easy to adapt to different cars (least parameters to change). 

Hardware used 

Fanatec DD1 wheel in high torque mode.  All effects and filters on the wheel are off. 

.plr file changes 

Since my goal is to maximize the effects of the LeoFFB part, I had to rebuild my .plr file FFB settings for full 

gain.  I set “FFB Gain” to 1.0. 

FFB Gain="1.00000" 

FFB steer force average weight="1.00000" 

FFB steer force exponent="1.00000" 

FFB steer force input max="-11500.00000" 

FFB steer update thresh="0.00000" 

Now that gain is changed, I had to adjust the rest of artificial effects to scale.  Personally, I chose to disable 

most vibe effects as that’s not how it is IRL (unless car is damaged).   And below, is up to your preference, 

I had to set some very small values as I like German car steering wheel feel: 

FFB steer friction coefficient="0.01250" 

FFB steer friction saturation="1.00000" 

FFB steer damper coefficient="0.02500" 

FFB steer damper saturation="1.00000" 

FFB jolt magnitude="0.09000"  

Important: make sure that .plr  “FFB steer friction coefficient” is not at 0.0, if you do not want friction 
felt, just set it to some very small value, like 0.00001.   Otherwise, standstill oscillation fix will not work, 
and that’s a serious problem if you are on a DD wheel. Also, make sure your wheel/driver has damper 
effect enabled (DPR on Fanatec bases). 
 

In case you forgot the basics 😉 

https://simracing.fandom.com/wiki/Force_Feedback_Tweaking_Guide_for_Simbin_Games 

RealFeelPlugin.ini settings  

RFP comes with reasonable defaults.  I do not use smoothing, so I set “SmoothingLevel=0”. 

https://simracing.fandom.com/wiki/Force_Feedback_Tweaking_Guide_for_Simbin_Games
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MaxForceAtSteeringRack – this essentially controls the FFB steering force.  Lower value increases the 

force, higher value reduces the force.   This is the way I customize the FFB force with RFP.   In fact, this 

is the only value I tend to change. 

A good starting value for a DD wheel is 70000.0, yes, 70k. 

Kf – this controls stationary friction force.  I set it to -11500.0, which stands for full force.  If friction is 

weird, you may need to change the sign. 

CrewChief.ini settings 

Here are the CCGEP settings that apply to RFP FFB: 

ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor – this is used as a multiplier of RFP Kf force once the engine is 

running.  This is a simple hack but does the job if you want to emulate power steering active.  0.2 is a good 

starting point. 

ffbStationaryFricitonMagnitude – how much extra friction to apply at low speed.  LeoFFB does an 

impressive job simulating tires at low speed, but if you let go of a wheel it may oscillate violently.  Adding 

damper prevents oscillation.  If you are using Direct Drive wheel, I highly recommend setting this to 1.0.  

To help preventing oscillations also set ffbRampUpSeconds to 3.0 or higher. 

ffbStationaryFricitonMaxSpeedKMH - at which speed to stop applying ffbStationaryFricitonMagnitude.  

20.0 is a good starting point. 

Important: make sure .plr  FFB steer friction coefficient is not at 0.0, if you do not want friction felt, just 
set it to some very small value, like 0.00001.   Otherwise, standstill oscillation fix will not work, and that’s 
a serious problem if you are on a DD wheel.  Also, make sure your wheel/driver has damper effect 
enabled (DPR on Fanatec bases). 

 

Summary 

In this approach, for each new car: 

 Cars with power steering: only MaxForceAtSteeringRack and 
ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor need tweaking.  I keep Kf at full force (-11500.00). 

 Cars without power steering: only MaxForceAtSteeringRack and Kf need tweaking. 

 Once you are happy with the overall balance of in file settings you can fine tune the steering force 
while in cockpit, see the “Per-car Steering FFB Multiplier” section. 

 

Stationary Friction 
If you want to use stock GTR2 FFB instead of the Real Feel Plugin, this simple feature tries to mimic what’s 
happening when a car is not moving or moving slowly.  This is no longer developed as RFP does a much 
better job.  Pretty straightforward properties, additional thing to note – make sure your wheel/driver has 
damper effect enabled (DPR on Fanatec bases). 
 
; Stationary friction magnitude value, valid range is [0.0, 1.0].  Determines the amount of 
; friction effect to apply. 
; 
; Important: if Real Feel Plugin is used with Direct Drive wheel, then setting this to 1.0 is 
; highly recommended. This helps suppressing oscillations at a standstill.  For further help 
; with oscillations see ffbRampUpSeconds setting. 
; 
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; Set to 0.0 to disable the effect. 
; 
; Requires the following .plr settings: 
; "FFB Effects Level" 2 or higher. 
; "FFB steer friction coefficient" and "FFB steer friction saturation" should not be at 0.0. 
ffbStationaryFrictionMagnitude = 1.00000 
 
; Speed km/h at which CCGEP stationary friction effect is disabled. 
; Stationary friction force will drop linearly and disappear at max speed value. 
; 
; Requires ffbStationaryFrictionMagnitude set to a value higher than 0.0. 
ffbStationaryFrictionMaxSpeedKMH = 40.000000 
 
; Factor by how much power steering affects stationary friction force.  Set to 1.0 
; for cars without power steering, otherwise set to a lower value.  
; 
; Plugin scales power steering force depending on the value of ffbPowerSteeringRunningRPM setting, 
; which means that amount of power steering force depends on the engine RPMs. 
; 

; Requires ffbStationaryFrictionMagnitude set to a value higher than 0.0 
; and/or RFP plugin v0.936 configured to enable stationary friction. 
ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor = 0.600000 
 
; Engine RPM value at which to consider power steering effective enough to feel it. 
; 
; Reasonable starting value is couple of hundred RPMs above the engine idle value 
; found in the .eng file. 
ffbPowerSteeringRunningRPM = 1500.000000 

 

Fix for the lost FFB effects 
While working on FFB, I noticed that my CSW and DD1 would periodically lose effects.  Eventually, I found that it 

happens if session consists of many events, or after pressing Alt+F multiple times.  You would notice the issue if 

Stationary Friction effect does no longer work.  I am not sure if this is a game bug, or Fanatec driver bug, but use this 

only if you have problems.  Like any other enhanced feature, this setting could cause other problems. 

; Experimental feature that disables FFB reset on the session change.  Set this 
; to 1 if you have some FFB effects disappearing upon entering the track. 
ffbDisableResetOnSessionTransition = 1 
 

Per-car Steering FFB Multiplier 
Plugin allows customizing steering FFB force per car.  Note that this is not “FFB Gain”, this setting applies 

only to the steering force, and it does not affect artificial effects.  You can bind keys to adjust the steering 

force while in cockpit.  New bindings are located under Controls->Extra in game (scroll all the way down). 

In order to save per-car steering force to .cchdc file, enable the savePerCarSettings feature.  

In order to preserve the low speed forces, you could use ffbPerCarMultApplyMinSpeedKMH to control 

at which speed per-car FFB multiplier is applied. 
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Tire Changes 
Tire changes are not based on any scientific equations or complex math, primarily because this stuff a lot 

of guesswork done without the source code, and honestly, there’s very little I understand about how 

exactly physics calculations are done by the game.  But flat spots add a new element to the driving 

experience, most importantly requiring more focus and clean braking and ruining your race if you don’t 

do so. 

Many of the tire features can be saved on per-car basis in the .cchdc file. See “Additional Features/For 

Modders: Per-Car settings file (.cchdc)”. 

Note: Tire features require tire wear to be active. 

Flat Spots 
Even though flat spots are not visual (yet, but they might become visual in the future), and their calculation 

is mostly voodoo magic that I had a lot of fun writing, they’re NOT entirely BS.  They’re emulated via simple 

tire manipulations, so it is not fake FFB/telemetry.  Game calculates all the physics values based on tires 

modified in the realtime. 

Flat spots are mostly felt via motion/transducers (vibration), but there’s some FFB too.  This is an initial 

version, which might get refined in the future based on feedback and new learnings. 

To enable the feature, set tiresFlatSpotMaxSeverity to 1.0, and keep reducing it until flat spots match 

your liking.  See Tires section in the CrewChief.ini for available customizations. 

 

A couple of things to note: 

1. How flat spot forms and feels is quite mod dependent, you may have to find parameter 

configuration that feels best with each particular mod.  Defaults were produced with F1 1994 and 

EEC 2.3 with ABS off.  (As usual, I suggest using a separate GTR2 drop per mod). 

 

2. Be careful during the first few laps, cold tires are the easiest to damage.   Really.  In my 

experiments most of the time tires get ruined by not being careful while they are cold. 

 

3. Once a severe flat spot appears, the wheel will lock up in the same spot more and more, further 

degrading the tire. 

 

4. By default, flat spots are a bit exaggerated, but I provided settings to tame them down to your 

liking (although making them comfy defeats their purpose).   

 

5. Ultimately, this stuff is a bunch of tricks, if your car takes off into space (that’s how my first few 

laps ended), reduce the values or turn flat spots off completely. 

 

6. When the game is saved, flat spots are saved in the .ccrs file, so they will persist the game save. 

 

7. Flat spots are not reset in the Driving School until you return to the garage.  This is intentional 

because it teaches what locking tires up does to them: 
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Flat Spots softness weight 
GTR2 .tyr files have “Softness” values for each compound.  CCGEP allows adjusting how much tire softness 

value impacts flat spot formation.  Note that not many mods configure “Softness”, so you may need to 

edit values yourself.  Here are some example values: 

 

Soft Slick: Softness=0.58 

Medium Slick: Softness=0.55 

Hard Slick: Softness=0.50 

Intermediate: Softness=0.59 

Soft Wet: Softness=0.60 

Monsoon: Softness=0.62 

 

Then, use two CCGEP settings tiresBaseSoftness and tiresFlatSpotSoftnessWeight to configure how much 

softness impacts flat spot formation.  I created this Excel sheet to clarify the math a bit:  

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/softness-calc.xlsx 

 

Flat Spots tune up hints 
Note: plugin is developed with all flat spot settings at 1.0, except: 

- EEC 2.3: with ABS low tiresFlatSpotInitialThreshold was set to 0.0.  tiresFlatSpotSensitivity 

increased to 2.0 

 

- DTM 1994: tiresFlatSpotSensitivity reduced to 0.6 

 

- Reborn: tiresFlatSpotSensitivity reduced to 0.7 

 

If it feels like changing flat spot settings do not change the behavior: 

Check if your car does not have .cchdc file associated.  .cchdc file settings override CrewChief.ini settings. 

 

If it feels like flat spot never forms: 

- make sure tiresFlatSpotMaxSeverity is above 0.0 

- increase tiresFlatSpotSensitivity value 

- make sure ABS is off (although flat spots can form even with ABS on) 

- lower tiresFlatSpotInitialThreshold value 

 

If car shakes too violently and reminds of a tractor, or you want more shaking: 

- don’t lock your wheels 

- lower or raise tiresFlatSpotMaxSeverity value 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/softness-calc.xlsx
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If you feel flat spot should’ve formed but it didn’t: 

- lower the tiresFlatSpotInitialThreshold threshold or disable it completely.  I also suggest setting 

this to 0.0 if running with ABS 

 

- increase tiresFlatSpotSensitivity value 

 

- if running with ABS, you set ABS to Low, as on High it seems that wheels don’t lock up at all 

 

If flat spot builds up too slowly: 

- increase tiresFlatSpotSensitivity value 

 

If flat spot feels unnatural: 

- try changing tiresFlatSpotMaxSize value 

 

Dirt Pickup 
Plugin implements simple, non-visual (for now) dirt pickup.  This feature reduces tire grip level after 

travelling off track.  As you drive on tarmac, grip gets restored gradually, thus emulating tires clearing up.  

To enable the dirt pickup, set tiresDirtPickupMaxSeverity to 1.0. 

Dirt Pickup customization 
; Sets the maximum dirt pickup severity (how much effect dirty tires have on grip). 
; Set this to 0.0 to disable dirt pickup completely.  Anything above 0.0 enables the dirt pickup emulation. 
; 
; Recommended range is between 0.0 and 1.0. 
tiresDirtPickupMaxSeverity = 0.000000 
 
; How quickly the dirt pickup builds up when the tire is off track.  Higher value means faster build up. 
; You can go as high as you want on this, and 0.0 will effectively disable the dirt pickup. 
tiresDirtPickupSensitivity = 1.000000 
 
; How quickly the dirt pickup wears off and grip goes back to normal.  Higher value means faster return 
; to the normal grip. 
; You can go as high as you want on this, and 0.0 means that dirt pickup will never clear off. 
tiresDirtPickupWearOffRate = 1.000000 

 

Logging tire information 
Enable Crew Chief app tire logging (Log tyre stats preference) and see CC log after the race.  
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Gearbox Changes 
The goal of gearbox changes is to allow more realistically replicate real life shifting behavior in a broader 

range of vehicles. 

Game configuration 

All gearbox enhancements require the following in game settings: 

Realism->Automatic Gearbox: off 

Realism->Automatic Reverse: off 

 

Sequential gearbox enhancements require: 

Controls->Advanced->Hold Button for Gear: off 

 

H-Shifted gearbox enhancements require: 

Controls->Advanced->Hold Button for Gear: on 

Sequential 
To enable overrev protection, set gearboxSequentialOverrevRPMLimit to 1.1. This will allow 10% overrev 

on downshift (tested with EEC 2.3).  If that damages your engine, simply lower the value further (or push 

it higher for more stress). 

Tip# while simulating some modern series, you may want to assign Controls->Buttons->Neutral button.  

You would need to press Neutral button to enter N from 1 or R, and this is how it actually is done in some 

cars in real life.  In the future, I might implement “Hold to Neutral” functionality, as that is how it is done 

in some cars IRL.  You could even use JoyToKey to send Neutral key on press of both paddles 

simultaneously – that’s how it is done in some cars. 

Sequential shifting enhancements are straightforward, so I am simply listing the CrewChief.ini file settings 

below.  

; Enables sequential gearbox overrev protection on downshift.  Plugin 
; uses Engine RPM/Rev limit to decide whether to reject the downshift. 
; Setting this above 1.0 will allow downshift aboove the rev limit. 
; Setting this below 1.0 will make overrev protection engage below 
; the rev limit. 
; 
; Suggested starting value is 1.1, which allows the downshift up to 
; 10% above the RPM limit. 
; 
; To disable overrev protection, set this value to 0.0. 
gearboxSequentialOverrevRPMLimit = 0.000000 
 
; Refuses to change the gear to Neutral until vehicle is stopped. 
; Set to 1 to enable, 0 to disable the feature. 
gearboxSequentialBlockNeutralUntilStopped = 0 
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; Refuses to change the gear if less than specified number of 
; milliseconds elapsed since the last shift. 
gearboxSequentialDoubleShiftProtectionMillis = 0 
 

 

Lift to Shift 
Plugin tries to improve the simulation of older sequential gearboxes (the ones without auto lift, throttle 

cut off aids) notably the one used in Skip Barber (rTrainer).  Downshifts/upshifts will be refused if engine 

generates effective torque above the set threshold.  Most often for shift to succeed lift off the throttle is 

enough.  However, in some situations it is faster to shift using the clutch. 

This feature will apply to more than just Skip Barber.  Supertouring cars required lift to shift (sequential 

box without aids), and judging by the onboard videos, FIA GT 2003/2004 cars required lift/blip on 

downshift as well. 

; Refuses to upshift if effective engine torque is above the set value. 
; For Skip Barber (rTrainer) start with 40.0. 
; To disable the feature set it to 0.0. 
gearboxSequentialLiftToUpshiftTorqueNM = 40.000000 
 
; Refuses to downshift if effective engine torque is above the set value. 
; For Skip Barber (rTrainer) start with 25.0. 
; To disable the feature set it to 0.0. 
gearboxSequentialLiftToDownshiftTorqueNM = 25.000000 

 

For HQ BMW M3 GT2 Nap Physics IRG Patched try: 480.0/300.0. 

 

Antistall 
This feature is not exactly a sequential box feature (it is ECU feature), but it is related to sequential shifting 

mechanics.   Here’s how it can be configured: 

; If engine RPM falls below this value, antistall is engaged.  If set to 0.0, 
; antistall is disabled.  Good starting point for F1 car is ~4000.0 RPM. 
; 
; Requires auto clutch disabled in the game. 
gearboxSequentialAntistallThresholdRPM = 4000.000000 
 
; Specifies how many seconds engine is allowed to run in antistall 
; before it is turned off.  0 means it is allowed to run indefinitely. 
gearboxSequentialAntistallEngineCutOffTime = 10 

 

Once antistall is engaged, use clutch to shift back into the first gear. 

 

H-Shifted manual 
Plugin tries to enhance the simulation of cars that have H-Shifter with clutch, most notably PnG, pre-1989 

F1 and even some modern single car series like Mini Challenge, that run road car manual H-Shifted 
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gearbox.  isiMotor games allow shifting without clutch, and while it is not entirely incorrect, it isn’t entirely 

correct either 😊.  So, here are some enhancements that aim to improve the experience while enjoying 

older cars. 

Essentially, to shift you would need to either rev match or clutch.  On misshift, car will enter into the 

Neutral and will stay there. 

To enable the enhancement set: gearboxHShiftedRevMatchTolerance = 0.100000 

You may also tweak tolerance for upshift and downshift separately. 

Note that this model is much simpler than what I wanted it to be, but unfortunately currently there are 

no sim racing shifters that resist shifting-in and shifting-out (as they do in real life).  I had to go with a 

much simpler model where on misshift you would need to shift back to Neutral, and retry. 

 

Damage 
If damage is enabled, plugin will consider using throttle during the misshifts as causing the damage to the 

gearbox.  Eventually, abused gears will cause additional mishifts, even failing entirely.   At some point 

gearbox will simply die and you will DNF with reason “Gearbox”, like that: 

 

Gear grinding on misshifts 
If you own tactile transducers, SimHub supports “Missed Gear” ShakeIt effect which works with the 

feature implemented by this plugin.  Here’s my configuration of the effect: 
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Even if you do not own transducers, you could probably make SimHub play sound on misshift. 
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Graphical Changes 

Advanced flicker fix 
One of the biggest visual issues in GTR2 is the famous flickering, visible on wall barriers and grandstands.  

Flicker gets especially bad in VR as you move near clip plane closer to your eyes.  Plugin implements a 

feature that reduces the flicker.   To enable, set graphicsEnableAdvancedFlickerFix = 1. 

Note that this feature works best in DXVK mode.  In this mode you can move near clip plane pretty much 

as close as you want.  To enable that enhancement, make sure d3d9.forceD32FS8DepthStencil = True is 

set in dxvk.conf.  

Borderless window mode 

Plugin adds support for borderless window in windowed mode.  This allows fullscreen experience 

without breaking SimHub and VR overlays while keeping mouse captured.  To enable, set game to run in 

Windowed mode in GTR2Config.exe and set graphicsForceBorderlessWindow to 1.  If you set window 

size to match your Desktop size, GTR2 will run in fullscreen borderless window mode. 

Also, see “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” section on how to avoid using 

GTR2Config.exe. 

UI squeeze for triples and ultra wide monitors 

Plugin implements UI squeeze for triples and ultra wide screens. Set graphics2DSqueezeUIPercentage to 

the desired percentage value.  This is how it looks at 30% (0.30 value):  

 

If you run 21:9 monitor, try setting the above value to 0.76.  This will make UI be displayed in the correct 

aspect of 16:9. 

Wiper animation 
Plugin enables the basic button controllable wiper animation. 

Wiper animation will only work with cars that are specifically edited to support it (it is easy to add it 

yourself, Thanks to GTR233 created textures).  You can also see examples of how to do it in the HQ 
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Anniversary patch. Currently, HQ Anniversary 15.3+ supports wipers for both FIA GT 2003/2004 

Championship and all the P&G cars. 

Plugin will automatically detect if car is converted by checking if car contains CCM_WWIPER material.  (See 

more here “For Modders: Adding wiper animation to a car”). 

You may find the new controller binding for Wipers under Controls->Extra (scroll all the way down).  

Screen dirt buildup cleaning 
Starting with version 1.3.1.0, plugin supports screen dirt build cleaning.  Set 

graphicsWipersClearDirtScreen to 1.  Running wipers will now clear the windshield.  As a bonus, dirt build 

up will be saved/restored on game save/resume. 

For Modders: Adding wiper animation to a car 
Wiper animation approach was developed in a joint effort with GTR233.  For best results, get familiar with 

HQ Anniversary patch cars and follow the authoring applied there. 

Below is some explanation about how this stuff is supposed to be authored.  Steps involved: 

 In .cas file, remove the RAINSCREEN instance. 

 Based on the RAINSCREEN mesh, create new materials listed below. 

 Add instances/materials listed below: 

Name  Description Texture authoring notes 

CCI_DWIPER Instance made visible when 

condition is dry and wiper is 

turned on 

 

CCM_DWIPER Material containing windshield 

animation with wiper moving in 

dry conditions 

I would recommend at least 40 

frames of animation here. 

CCI_DWIPER_STOP Instance made visible when 

condition is dry and wiper is 

stopped 

 

CCM_DWIPER_STOP Material containing image of 

windshield with wiper stopped 

in dry condition 

This normally needs single 

frame only 

CCI_WWIPER Instance made visible when 

condition is wet and wiper is 

turned on 

 

CCM_WWIPER Material containing windshield 

animation with wiper moving in 

wet conditions 

I would recommend at least 40 

frames of animation here. 
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CCI_WWIPER_STOP Instance made visible when 

condition is wet and wiper is 

stopped 

 

CCM_WWIPER_STOP Material containing animation 

of rainy windshield with wiper 

stopped in wet condition 

I recommend: 

- Try to make images so that 

they harm visibility, and make it 

worth turning the wiper on. 

 

- Using as few frames here as 

possible to conserve the 

memory (10 should be fine). 

 All texture file names must begin with GTR233_WIPER. 

 All texture file names must be unique (in the context of one car). 
 

Note on framerates: 20 frame animation is played at around 18FPS (slightly below when wiper moves 

Slowly, slightly above when wiper moves Fast).  40 frame animation will play at around 36FPS, so 

framerate depends on the number of frames in an animation.   

Known wiper animation issues 

 Wipers flicker upon entering the pits. 

 Wiper animation works in offline sessions only. 

 

Enable Backfire effect on all cars 
Plugin can enable backfire effect on all cars, not just the one camera is focused on.  To enable, set 

graphicsBackfireOnAllCarsFrequency to a value higher than 0.0 (for example 0.5) to enable backfires on 

all cars. The higher the value, the more likely backfire is to occur (max value is 1.0).  

 

Improved rain reflection quality 
Original GTR2 rain reflections are rendered at very low resolution which makes them look bad, especially 

in VR.  Plugin allows raising their resolution.  Set graphicsRainReflectionResolutionFactor to natural 

number higher than 1 to enable this enhancement.  4 is nice value to begin with and should not be a 

problem with any dedicated GPU produced since 2015. 

Performance Settings 
Plugin allows disabling the rain reflections for both tracks and cars.  This will provide a significant 

performance boost, especially in VR. 

; Sets track rain reflections mode. 
; 0 - game default track rain reflections, 1 - disable track objects, 2 disable 
completely (fastest) 
graphicsTrackRainReflectionMode = 0; 
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; Sets cars rain reflections mode. 
; 0 - game default car rain reflections, 1 - disable car reflections, 2 - disable 
processing completely (fastest if graphicsTrackRainReflectionMode is set to 2 as well) 
graphicsCarRainReflectionMode = 0; 
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Motec Changes 

Enhanced Motec 
Plugin implements additional Motec elements.  This functionality requires car modifications. See: “For 

Modders: adding Enhanced Motec features”. 

New elements include: 

 Per-wheel lockup/spin warning indicator 

 Water temperature indicator 

 Oil temperature indicator 

 ABS aid level indicator 

 Traction Control aid level indicator 

 DRS state LED 

 Anti-Stall Active LED 

 RPM indicator 

Plugin will automatically check if the car supports Enhanced Motec elements and will enable them if so. 

Additional Data pages 
Plugin adds additional LCD/Motec Data Pages: 

 Tire Wear page 

 Tire Pressure page 

 Multi-class aware position Info page 

 Multi-class aware gap behind/ahead page 

 Personal Best/Class Best Delta page 

To enable Additional Data Pages set graphicsMotecEnableAdditionalDataPages = 1 

Note: gap and delta pages will not match values displayed in game HUD, because they use different 

algorithms to calculate time difference. 

Note: fully enabling this functionality requires Motec texture modifications to include new data page 

icons.  Without those new icons, only digits will be displayed.  See: “For Modders: adding icons for 

Additional Data Pages”. 

Limitations 

 Personal best lap and class best lap is not preserved for races resumed from the save. 

 

Additional Data page unit styles 
Plugin supports multiple layouts for how units are displayed in the additional data pages.  Note that 

content must support certain style for it to be displayed correctly.  This is controlled via 

graphicsMotecAdditionalDataPagesUnitsStyle setting. 

Style 0: 
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Style 1: 

 

Thanks to Chmul Khom and GTR233 for Motecs used above. 

HQ Anniversary cars support additional data pages in Style = 1. 

DP style can also be specified in .cccar file, see: “Additional Features/ For Modders: Per-Car visual settings 

file (.cccar)” section for more info. 

Data Pages Exclusion Mask 
You can configure which exact data pages are shown by using graphicsMotecDataPagesExcludeMask 

setting: 

; This setting allows hiding the individual data pages.  To define 
; which pages you'd like to hide sum the values below: 
; 
; 0 - do not hide any data pages 
; 1 - Lap Stats 
; 2 - Oil/Water Temp and RPMs 
; 4 - Tire Temps 
; 8 - Brake Temps 
; 16 - Tire Wear 
; 32 - Tire Pressure 
; 64 - Position 
; 128 - Gaps Ahead/Behind 
; 256 - Delta Page 
; 
; Example: 1 + 4 = 5, setting this value to 5 will hide Lap Stats 
; and Tire Temps pages.  
graphicsMotecDataPagesExcludeMask = 0 

For Modders: adding Enhanced Motec features 
Enhanced Motec elements are essentially properly positioned textured polygons that have predefined 

material names and configuration. 

Material Name Description Frames Notes 

CCM_MOTEC_FL_LOCK_WARNING_LED Front Left wheel 
lockup warning 
indicator 

2 frames blinking 
animation 
Frame#0 (first) has 
to be transparent 

Blinking rate is 
up to the 
modder 

CCM_MOTEC_FR_LOCK_WARNING_LED Front Right wheel 
lockup warning 
indicator 

Same as above  
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CCM_MOTEC_RL_LOCK_WARNING_LED Rear Left wheel 
lockup warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RR_LOCK_WARNING_LED Rear Right wheel 
lockup warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_FL_SPIN_WARNING_LED Front Left wheel 
spin warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_FR_SPIN_WARNING_LED Front Right wheel 
spin warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RL_SPIN_WARNING_LED Rear Left wheel 
spin warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RR_SPIN_WARNING_LED Rear Right wheel 
spin warning 
indicator 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_OIL_TEMP_LED1 Oil temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
ones 

11 frames.  
Frames#0-9 are 
digits, frame#10 
should be 
transparent 

All digit based 
animations 
should have 
Frequency set 
to 0.0. 

CCM_MOTEC_OIL_TEMP_LED2 Oil temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
tens 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_OIL_TEMP_LED3 Oil temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
hundreds 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_WATER_TEMP_LED1 Water 
temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
ones 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_WATER_TEMP_LED2 Water 
temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
tens 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_WATER_TEMP_LED3 Water 
temperature 
indicator 
containing digit for 
hundreds 

Same as above  
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CCM_MOTEC_RPM_LED1 RPM indicator 
containing digit for 
ones 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RPM_LED2 RPM indicator 
containing digit for  
tens 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RPM_LED3 RPM indicator 
containing digit for 
hundreds 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RPM_LED4 RPM indicator 
containing digit for 
thousands 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_RPM_LED5 RPM indicator 
containing digit for 
tens of thousands 

Same as above  

CCM_MOTEC_ABS_LED ABS aid level 
indicator 

3 frames.  0-off, 1 
– low,  2 – high 

May get more 
detailed/fine 
grained in the 
future 

CCM_MOTEC_TC_LED Traction control 
aid level indicator 

Same as above Same as above 

CCM_MOTEC_DRS_LED DRS Status LED For DTM 2018, 7 
frames are 
expected: 
 
Frame#0: DRS 
System disabled or 
player not 
qualified for DRS.   
 
Frame#1: 
Qualified for DRS, 
3 Engagements 
left. 
 
Frame#2: DRS 
Engaged while 3 
Engagements left. 
 
Frame#3: 
Qualified for DRS, 
2 Engagements 
left. 
 
Frame#4: DRS 
Engaged while 2 

Number of 
frames expected  
and their 
meaning will 
depend on the 
DRS ruleset 
defined in 
.ccgdb 
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Engagements left. 
 
Frame#5: 
Qualified for DRS, 
1 Engagement left. 
 
Frame#6: DRS 
Engaged while 1 
Engagement left. 
   
For F1 2011/2013, 
3 frames are 
expected: 
 
Frame#0: DRS 
system inactive or 
driver not eligible. 
 
Frame#1: driver 
qualified for DRS. 
 
Frame#3: DRS 
engaged. 
 
 
 
 

CCM_MOTEC_ANTISTALL_ACTIVE_LED Anti-stall active 
warning indicator 

2 frames blinking 
animation 
Frame#0 (first) has 
to be transparent 

Blinking rate is 
up to the 
modder 

    

    

    

 

Some material property examples (showing Animation Type and Frequency): 
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For Modders: adding icons for Additional Data Pages 
Additional Data pages require new labels/icons to be fully functional.  Here’s example FNMOTCTL 

texture (thanks, Chmul Khom!). 

 

Square [1, 10] – Delta Personal Best label (Deltas page) 

Square [2, 1] – Delta Class Best label (Deltas page) 

Square [2, 2] – PSI sign used on tire pressure page 

Square [2, 3] – kPa sign used on tire pressure page 

Square [4, 4] – TYRE WEAR label 

Square [4, 5] – TYRE PRESS label 

Square [4, 3] – percentage sign used on tire wear page 

Square [5, 8] – CLS POS label (class position) 

Square [5, 9] – GAP PREV label (time to the previous car in standings) 

Square [5, 10] – GAP NEXT label (time to the next car in standings) 
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Square [6, 3] – OVRL POS label (overall position) 

 

Note: gap behind/ahead page uses “+1 LAP” or “+2 LAPS” messages to print gaps bigger than a lap, so 

make sure that FNTCMOTS* texture contain not only digits, but also the characters. 

Tire Enhancements 

Separate visual tire per compound 
Plugin supports displaying different visual tires per physical tire compound.  This feature is enabled 

automatically if the car is modified to support it.  Stock game has partial support for this, but it does not 

allow having different visual tires for dry tires, for example soft/supersoft/ultrasoft/medium etc.  This 

enhancement removes that limitation. 

For Modders: adding separate tire per compound 
To add support for this feature: 

 Keep original visual tires (LFTIRE etc). 

 Create tire instances named in the following format: CCI_LFITIRE_0.  Here, 0 is compound index 

within the brand. 

 Remove <EXPO> and <SPIN> parts from custom tire instances.  Spinner, showroom and pit crew 

will use the default tire. 

 Make sure the wheel position is saved with the .gmt .  See this: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSZGZWz6HK0  

Also, see and “Enhanced tires mod example” in the “Resources” section. 

Limitations/Issues 

 During pit stop, default tire is visible. 

 For AI cars, rear compound is used for both front and rear visual tires. 

 Tire Enhancements could cause FPS drop. 

 Maximum tire compounds supported: 7 

 

Car Body Rain Drops 
GTR233 invented a method to visualize rain drops on car bodies and Plugin supports that method by 

controlling the new animation.  To add rain drops to car bodies: 

 Name your rain drops material CCM_BODY_RAIN 

 Make sure that the last animation frame is fully transparent 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSZGZWz6HK0
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Note: this method is very CPU intensive and may be unusable with larger grids due to high FPS cost. 

Command line Video Mode settings 
Plugin allows setting video mode from the command line.  This is primarily intended for DXVK, because 

you can configure DXVK completely via dxvk.conf, but might be useful for DX9 as well.  New parameters 

are: 

-ccvm-w:X   -  sets window width 

-ccvm-h:Y    - sets window height 

-ccvm-bless  - enables borderless mode disregarding the CrewChief.ini setting 

For example: 

gtr2.exe -ccvm-w:3440 -ccvm-h:1440 -ccvm-bless 

runs GTR2 in windowed borderless mode at 3440x1440 resolution. 

Aside from the obvious convenience (no need to re-run GTR2Config.exe every time you want to test 

something in a small window), this should also address the two annoying problems: 

- Sometimes DXVK is stuck in fullscreen. 

- Every time video driver updates (and once in a blue moon ... ), you need to re-run GTR2Config.exe.  

If you use these new parameters to configure GTR2 window dimensions, there's no need to re-

run GTR2Config.exe ever, at all. 

Sample batch files 
Simply put those in your GTR2 root, and edit to adjust for your Desktop size. 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/sample_scripts.zip  

 

  

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/sample_scripts.zip
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DXVK Integration 
DXVK implements DX9 by using Vulkan.  On some hardware, when used with GTR2 it improves framerate 

(especially in VR), memory usage and image quality.  I bumped into DXVK in an attempt to find ways of 

reducing memory usage in GTR2, and eventually that bet paid off as I found ways to adjust DXVK 

specifically to GTR2.  Don't expect miracles though, this feature cannot magically address all the GTR2 

performance issues (which are best addressed via the content optimizations and complete rewrite of a 

game). 

Additional benefit of using DXVK is the possibility of moving the near clipping plane as close as 0.03, which 

can be useful in VR and modern open wheelers.  See the “Advanced flicker fix” section for more info.  

Lastly, DXVK VR rendering path supports OpenXR. 

Using DXVK may require registry editing. 

Official repo of the absolutely amazing DXVK project: https://github.com/doitsujin/dxvk  

Requirements/Installation 
Best to start with a separate GTR2 drop. 

 Download GTR2 specific fork of DXVK from here: 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.1_TIWF_021723.zip 

 

 Drop in special fork of DXVK (d3d9_dxvk.dll) into GTR2 drop (root) folder. 

 

 Check out dxvk.conf for DXVK settings, such as MSAA level, max frame limit etc. 

 

 To turn DXVK off and go back to DX9, simply rename d3d9_dxvk.dll to d3d9_dxvk.dll_off 

 

 Every time you turn DXVK on or off, make sure to re-run GTR2Config.exe.  In fact, you may want 

to run it twice, as refresh rate choice may not show up the first time.  

 

Note: Highly Recommended: see “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” 

section on how to avoid using GTR2Config.exe. 

 

 If DXVK is stuck in the fullscreen mode, check the “Troubleshooting” section below. 

 

Note that: 

 Not all video cards support Vulkan.  We only tested RX580, RTX 2070 Super and RTX 3090. 

 

 DXVK is highly multithreaded, so whether you see performance boost or not will also depend 

on you CPU, not just GPU. 

 

https://github.com/doitsujin/dxvk
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.1_TIWF_021723.zip
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DXVK “SGSSAA” 
GTR2 specific DXVK fork supports AA form that looks similar to SGSSAA.  Note that this is a brute force 

hack, and it pretty much kills whatever gains DXVK has over DX9, unless the resolution is lowered. I might 

be able to speed it up in the future. 

  

To enable this new AA form: 

d3d9.forceSampleRateShading = True 

 

and, either enable AA in GTR2Config or use: 

d3d9.forceSwapchainMSAA 

 

setting. 

 

dxvk.forceSampleRateShadingFactor setting can be used to adjust how AA looks like. 

 

Limitations 
 Only windowed or borderless windowed supported for VR use. 

 DXVK does not seem to work on Intel GPUs.  This may change with future driver updates. 

 On modern OS full screen mode is useless, please do not report full screen issues. 

 

Troubleshooting 
* If DXVK refuses to start with error stating that it can't enter full screen (see GTR2_d3d9.log) or only 

enters full screen no matter what you do. There are two ways to fix this issue: 

1. Highly Recommended: see “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” section on how 

to configure GTR2 video mode from the command line.  Troubles start with not following this advice. 

2. Rename the GTR2 drop folder to some new name.  Make sure to never run GTR2 without the CC plugin 

enabled, as that’s what causes Windows to apply compatibility workaround on modern OSes. 

3. Alternatively, if you are comfortable with registry editing, you would need to clean those registry hives 

from entries that point to your GTR2.exe: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Layers 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Layers 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Compatibil ity  

Assistant\Store 

And, re-run GTR2Config.exe. 

This needs to be done only once. 

* In 2D mode you may see textures/image flickering while in the menu.  The workaround is to set 

graphics2DSqueezeUIPercentage = 1.0 or any other value higher than 0.0. 
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Verifying DXVK setup 
See if:  

 GTR2_d3d9.log is generated when you run the game 

 See if you can switch between windowed and fullscreen modes 

If both of the above are true, congratulations - you have DXVK running correctly! 

 

Verifying registry entries 
Below is an example of how properly running DXVK registry entries look like: 

 

Should be no entries under: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Layers 

And. 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\Compatibil ity  

Assistant\Store 
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Memory Usage Optimizations 
One of the biggest issues GTR2 has is the fact that game is 32bit and it runs out of memory.   Plugin makes 

some improvements to GTR2 memory usage.  Those fixes reduce number of crashes due to running out 

of memory and also improve performance. 

Note that: 

 Memory usage optimizations could cause crashes/rendering issues.  Please let me know if you 

notice any issues. 

 

 4Gb patch is still a must. See here: https://esport-racing.de/4gb-patch-for-gtr2/ .  Note that 4Gb 

patch requires 64bit Windows, it won’t do anything on 32bit Windows. 

 

You could also use CFF Explorer to do the same: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM  

 

 I suggest setting Options->Video->Pitcrew Details to Player Only.  It turns out Full consumes huge 

amounts of memory without providing much benefits. 

Race Time memory usage improvements (DXVK and DX9) 
This optimization reduces the memory usage during the event (after track is loaded).  This will help 

performance and reduce likelihood of game crashing during the race. 

To enable, set enableMemoryUsageOptimizations to 1. 

This optimization has the most impact in DX9 mode, but I still recommend enabling it in DXVK m ode as it 

improves performance in both modes. 

Overall memory usage improvements (DXVK only) 
I created a custom version of DXVK that reduces the overall GTR2 memory usage.  You would need to use 

DXVK version 1.10.1_TIWF_042322 or newer.  To learn how to enable DXVK, see the “DXVK Integration” 

section. 

  

https://esport-racing.de/4gb-patch-for-gtr2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOCFqGVxvRM
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Command Line Parameters 
-ccvr               - force VR mode 

-ccnovr          - force 2D mode 

-ccvm-w:X    - sets window width 

-ccvm-h:Y     - sets window height 

-ccvm-bless  - enables borderless mode disregarding the CrewChief.ini setting 

-cclsr              - (modding) load last saved race 
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Physics Changes 

Decoupled Physics mode 
In GTR2 physics/FFB calculations are tied to the framerate, which means that during FPS dips simulation 

fidelity is reduced.  Plugin supports experimental feature (see “Known Issues”) that decouples GTR2 

physics/FFB/Telemetry from the FPS.   The benefits of doing that: 

 Improve VR experience, which is affected by the pretty low framerate.  

 Precise and high resolution telemetry output that improves motion/transducers experience. 

This also eliminates the key disadvantage GTR2 has compared to other isiMotor 2.0 games. 

To enable this feature, set physicsOfflinePlayerMode to 1. 

Also, see physicsDecoupledBusyWait setting.  It configures how aggressive decoupled physics mode is at 

ensuring precise timing.  Setting this to 1 enables most precise timing, but at a possible FPS cost.  Value 

of 0 enables more relaxed physics timing.  

Note: physics decoupling only matters if you are running heavy modes, like large grids, rain, night and VR, 

with framerates significantly lower than 400FPS.  Even if you run the game at 200FPS it will be very hard 

to tell the difference between decoupling on vs off.   Also, enabling decoupling is nearly pointless without 

steering wheel or motion systems or transducers.  In fact, racing using joystick/keyboard or mouse likely 

won’t even work with decoupling enabled. 

Requirements 

Decoupled physics mode requires Windows 10 version 2004 (build number 19041), May 2020 Update or 

newer OS to function as intended. 

Driving with joystick, mouse, keyboard is not supported. 

Known issues 

 Do not take this too seriously.  There’s no guarantees that math is still correct. 

 Collisions may look strange at lower framerates.   

 Some people report sound and replay issues. 

 Input decoupling does not work correctly. 

All of the above issues are referring to fully decoupled physics (physicsDecoupledVSyncMode = 0), which 

is experimental and is not really usable.  Usable mode is V-Sync mode.  See “Decoupled Physics V-Sync 

mode” for more info. 

physicsDecoupledVSyncMode = 0 is kept here only for experimentation.  Do not report issues for this 

mode. 

Decoupled Physics Rate increase 
Plugin supports raising offline player physics rate from the default 400Hz to 800Hz 

(physicsOfflinePlayerMode set to 2), 1600Hz (physicsOfflinePlayerMode set to 3) or 3200Hz 

(physicsOfflinePlayerMode set to 4).   
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Note: Unfortunately, since plugin is essentially a hack, a lot of its functionality is based on a guesswork.  

800/1600/3200Hz physics mode could have serious negative effects, and the only way to detect such 

regressions is via testing.  Please share your observations at project Discord, and I will try to address issues 

to my best ability. 

rFactor Plugin API changes 
Physics decoupling feature also makes rFactor Plugin API function independent of the framerate (instead 

of default behavior where it is tied to the FPS). 

At physicsOfflinePlayerMode set to value other than 0: 

 Telemetry updates are sent at 400/800/1600/3200Hz, depending on physicsOfflinePlayerMode 

value. 

 Scoring updates are sent at 40Hz. 

Note: Rates are approximate and depend on many things. 

Decoupled Physics V-Sync mode 
In order to mitigate collision issues currently present in fully decoupled physics mode, special mode was 

introduced - physicsDecoupledVSyncMode. If this is set to 1, decoupled physics calculations are done 

only when game is not rendering the scene.   

This is a compromise mode that reduces decoupled physics accuracy, but rendering is flawless that way.  

This mode is especially useful in VR and in 2D mode with vsync or limiter on.   

In this mode physics timing is slightly less accurate, and especially in VR it can fluctuate quite a bit.  It is 

still much more precise than vanilla physics, because HMD spends a lot of time on vsync (WaitGetPoses). 

However, at high framerates it is nearly identical in terms of FFB/Physics compared to fully decoupled 

mode. 

I am also seeing higher framerates in this mode. 

Note: different HMDs implement OpenVR differently.  You may want to experiment with 

enableWaitGetPosesAfterSubmit setting to see what works best for you. 

Decoupled Inputs modes 
Setting physicsDecoupledInputsMode value to other than 0, enables input (steering wheel/pedals) and 

FFB processing independently of the framerate, which further increases accuracy of the calculations.  Also, 

such processing is done on the background thread, which improves the FPS. 

It turned out that different hardware responds to reading/writing inputs differently, and it can have bad 

effect on the FPS. physicsDecoupledInputsMode allows specifying the desired refresh rate 

(200/400/800/1600Hz).  The lower the rate, the higher the FPS, but real impact is hardware dependent. 

This mode should only be used in V-Sync mode (physicsDecoupledVSyncMode = 1). 

Note: even in V-Sync mode, some controls may not work until the game is paused.  The workaround is 

simple: use “Pause” control to pause the game, and make adjustments, such as camera change or replay 

invocation while in paused state. 
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Decoupled Physics modes comparisons 
Below graphs illustrate the physics update rate in GTR2.  All graphs were taken in VR, at 82hz.  Race 

start, end of grid (heavy situation).  Y-axis is seconds between physics update. 

 

physicsOfflinePlayerMode = 0 

Game default behavior.  You can see how physics update start at around 70FPS and get to 82FPS as grid 

spreads.

 

physicsOfflinePlayerMode = 1 

physicsDecoupledBusyWait = 1 

physicsDecoupledVSyncMode = 0 

This is fully decoupled mode.  Physics is updated at ~400Hz, even at race start (1.0 / 0.0025 = 400.0). 
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physicsOfflinePlayerMode = 1 

physicsDecoupledBusyWait = 1 

physicsDecoupledVSyncMode = 1 

This is V-Sync mode.  Note how many updates are around 0.0025s, which is still around 400FPS, but you 

have peaks that jump out if framerate is low.  Same low framerate BTW, ~70FPS.  Note how peaks get 

smaller and smaller as framerate improves.  The closer you are to the HMD refresh rate/vsync/limiter, the 

less peaks are there and the smaller they are.  Once framerate stabilizes, I've seen physics rate fluctuating 

between 125Hz and 400Hz.  Even in the worst case physics are now updated more frequently than if they 

were tied to 82Hz update rate. 

And here’s a picture of V-Sync mode once grid spreads out:
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Now, most peaks are at around 0.0075, which is 133FPS.  And most updates are around the perfect 

400FPS.  

Decoupled Physics stats 
How well decoupled physics performs depends a lot on hardware and game settings.  You can see some 

stats by pressing Numpad 1 while in race: 

 

AI Physics Rate increase 
Plugin supports highly experimental feature that allows raising the AI physics rate.  As of December 2022 

I do not see anything getting better if AI physics rate is increased, although if you have cat reflexes, raising 

rate will further improve CC Spotter accuracy (given you have strong enough hardware).   

Why bother with this?  I found some evidence in physics files that ISI wished they could run AI physics at 

higher rate (notably, for suspension simulation), but they couldn't in 2000s.  Now we can, and this could 

offer some potential benefits in the future.  That said, currently this is purely experimental feature. 

Configuration settings: 

; Experimental feature that allows overriding the AI physics processing rate. 
; 
; 0 - game default rate of 40Hz 
; 1 - 80Hz 
; 2 - 200Hz 
; 3 - 400Hz 
; 
; Note: This feature only works if offline decoupled physics is enabled (physicsOfflinePlayerMode 
setting). 
physicsAIMode = 0 
 
; AI to AI collision rate per second used with physicsAIMode override.  Special value of 0 means 
; processing rate that matches the AI physics rate. 
physicsAIToAICollisionRate = 0 
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Modding Enhancements 

Fast Exit 
Please understand that this feature can corrupt GTR2 files, so use it at your own risk!  This is intended 

only for very experienced users/modders, to speed up their workflows. 

Pressing Ctrl+C will exit GTR2 immediately. 

Load Last Saved Race 
Passing the -cclsr will make GTR2 load the last saved race weekend.  This is useful if you are performance 

testing some content changes or some part of the track and saves you several clicks.   Not recommended 

to be used for normal gameplay. 
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Additional Features 

Always enabled Fixes and Enhancements 
 Advanced flicker/Z-Fighting fix 

 Multiple crash fixes 

 Reduce headlight/shadow flicker introduced in Steam GTR2.exe 

 Force full CPU Affinity 

 Fix missing rF1 Plugin API telemetry data 

 Enable Championship/Driving School page icons 

 Disable use of MyDocuments for profile storage 

 Applies changeable weather patch by Jstn 

 Add new control bindings under Controls->Extra (scroll all the way down to see the new 

bindings) 

 Full CPU Affinity 

 

Set CPU Affinity from the CC Plugin 
; 0x0 - use all available logical processors (recommended) 
; 
; GTR2 default value is - 0x1 (single core, lower framerate). 
; 
; If for some reason you'd like to specify custom affinity mask, 
; search online for "CPU affinity calculator". 
changeProcessAffinity = 0x0 

 

Synchronize Steering Wheel Animation to a Physical Wheel Rotation 
GTR2 has steering wheel animation limited to 240 degrees lock to lock.  Unless your real steering wheel 
has 240 lock to lock rotation, animation will not match the physical wheel rotation. 
 
scaleDriverAnimationToPhysicalDegrees setting is intended to improve this experience slightly by 
allowing you to specify your physical wheel lock to lock degrees and synchronizing in-game animation to 
that value. Set this value to match your wheel lock to lock degrees (for example, 540 or 900). 
 
Note #1: that since GTR2 driver animation is limited to 240 degrees, animation will stop at +-120 degrees. 
Note #2: make sure Speed Sensitive Steering="0.00000" is off in the .plr file.  
 

VR Lens Flare Effect adjustment  
Lens flare effect does not render correctly, and if you seek perfection turn it off in the .plr, since as of 
today I don’t yet understand how to fix it completely. 
 
However, I quite like this effect.  I find it to add a life like experience of sun complicating the driving, and 
SimBin/Blimey did a great job of making it look quite realistic.  So, I came up with a tweak that makes it 
look good enough in VR. 
 
lensHOffsetPercentage setting improves the lens flare effect rendering by moving the lens flare images 
closer to the center of a vision (positive value) or further out (negative value).  This avoids the double sun 
(Tatooine  ) image.  
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To find the right percentage, you could try various values, or use enableLensOffsetTuneUpMode = 1.   
With tune up mode enabled and lens flare in the view, use the Numpad 4/Numpad 6 keys to move flare 
effect until suns visually merge.   On screen, you should see a message like: 

 
Note: for this to work, lens flare needs to be visible on the screen. 
 
The offset percentage you will need will depend on your HMD’s aspect ratio and whether its panels are 
canted or not.  Known suggested values: 
 

 Pimax 5K/8K, large FOV native mode: lens flare looks best at around ~36.0 

 Valve Index: 19.0 
 
For the best experience, you should use sun flare texture created by GTR233, adjusted for your HMD.  
Check the “ 
 

VR Lens Flare custom textures” section. 
 

Motion System Mode 
Suppresses rFactor Plugin API telemetry in the garage and for 0.5 secs upon entering the track. 
 
All isiMotor based games have this interesting feature where car kind of drops onto track, which upon 
entering or exiting the track produces painful punch if motion system is used.  At least SimTools plugin 
does not do any muting, so this feature improves the situation a bit.  Enabled by setting 
enableMotionSystemMode to 1. 

 
Miscellaneous Convenience Features 
; Set to 1 if you want to use built-in spotter rather than Crew Chief. 
disableRadioCommVolumeOverride = 0 
 
; Set this to value lower than 0.01 (for example, 0.0025) to make seat adjustment step smaller. 
overrideSeatAdjustStep = 0.002500 
 
; Set this to 1 to disable minidump collection on crash. 
disableCrashDump = 0 
 
; Set to a non-negative value between 0.0 and 1.0 to override GTR2 master volume in Windows Audio Mixer. 
; This is useful for balancing the volume between GTR2 and CC application by making the overall game 
; audio quieter without losing the balance of the individual game sounds. 
; 
; The value is a percentage of a current system volume. 
; 
; Set to -1.0 to disable master volume override. 
overrideMasterVolume = 0.120000 
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For Modders (mostly): Per-Car settings file (.cchdc) 
Plugin supports saving certain per-car settings and loading them each time the car is loaded.  Including 

.cchdc files with your mod would allow you to customize how Enhanced features would affect each car.  

This feature allows assigning level of ABS/TC and Auto Clutch per car, as well as assigning values for plugin 

specific features like FFB, Tire changes and more.  This is handy for GTR2 drops and mods containing 

multiclass series with different regulations per class etc. 

Plugin will automatically apply settings specified in the .cchdc file if it is present.   .cchdc file must be placed 

next to car’s .hdc file. 

Setting savePerCarSettings to 1 enables the following: 

 Save per car override settings, such as selected ABS level, automatically.  See the [OVERRIDES] 

section of the file for a complete list of overrides. 

 

 Save all the per-car feature settings supported by the current version of the plugin, even if they 

have not changed.  This is done so that newly introduced settings make it into .cchdc.   

 

Note that deprecated settings are not removed, if you want to remove them, either do it manually 

by editing the file or delete the file and allow it to get re-created.   

Note: the .cchdc file allows opting car out of the Enhanced features, but opting in is not supported.  If 

say, Flat Spots are enabled in CrewChief.ini they can be disabled or adjusted for a certain car via .cchdc.  

However, if Flat Spots are disabled in CrewChief.ini, enabling them in .cchdc won’t have any effect.   That 

means that for Enhanced features configurable via .cchdc file to work, they must be enabled in the 

CrewChief.ini.  For a mod author that mean either specifying what CrewChief.ini settings are needed to 

run the mod properly (recommended), or distributing pre-configured CrewChief.ini with the mod. 

Example file: 

[OVERRIDES] 

overrideABSLevel=0 

overrideTCLevel=0 

overrideAutoClutch=0 

overridePerCarFFBMultiplier=1.000000 

[FFB] 

ffbStationaryFrictionMaxSpeedKMH=20.000000 

ffbStationaryFrictionMagnitude=0.350000 

ffbStationaryFrictionPowerSteeringFactor=0.400000 

ffbPowerSteeringRunningRPM=1500.000000 

ffbRFPSoftnessKsWeight=20.000000 
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ffbPerCarMultApplyMinSpeedKMH=10.000000 

[TIRES] 

tiresBaseSoftness=0.550000 

tiresFlatSpotMaxSeverity=0.700000 

tiresFlatSpotSensitivity=0.150000 

tiresFlatSpotInitialThreshold=4.000000 

tiresFlatSpotMaxSize=1.000000 

tiresFlatSpotSpeedFactor=1.000000 

tiresFlatSpotSecondarySensitivity=1.000000 

tiresFlatSpotSoftnessWeight=2.000000 

[GEARBOX] 

gearboxSequentialOverrevRPMLimit=0.000000 

gearboxSequentialBlockNeutralUntilStopped=0 

gearboxSequentialLiftToUpshiftTorqueNM=0.000000 

gearboxSequentialLiftToDownshiftTorqueNM=0.000000 

gearboxSequentialAntistallThresholdRPM=0.000000 

gearboxSequentialAntistallEngineCutOffTime=0 

gearboxHShiftedRevMatchTolerance=0.150000 

gearboxHShiftedUpshiftRevMatchToleranceFactor=2.000000 

gearboxHShiftedDownshiftRevMatchToleranceFactor=1.000000 

gearboxHShiftedDamageSensitivity=0.250000 

[RULES] 

rulesDRSEngageSpeedSeconds=1.000000 

For Modders: Per-Track settings file (.ccgdb) 

Similarly to .cchdc file enabling per-car overrides, .ccgdb file is intended to override per track settings.  

Currently, the following is supported: 

 Specifying DRS Rules: see “Rule Changes/DRS Rules” section. 

Example file: 

[RULES] 

; 0 - none 
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; 1 - DTM 2018 

rulesDRSRuleSet = 1 

 

; How many laps should leader complete under Green for DRS to be allowed 

in race. 

; Default: 2 

rulesDRSLeadInLaps = 2 

 

; How many seconds behind the car ahead are allowed at DRS detection 

zone to allow DRS. 

; Default: 2.0 

rulesDRSActivationThresholdSeconds = 2.0 

 

; How many DRS activations per lap are allowed for DRS DTM 2018 ruleset. 

; Default: 3, Min:1,  Max: 3 

rulesDRSDTM18ActivationsPerLap = 3 

 

; How many DRS activations per race are allowed for DRS DTM 2018 ruleset. 

; Default: 18, Min:1 

rulesDRSDTM18ActivationsPerRace = 18 

 

For Modders: Per-Car visual settings file (.cccar) 

This file allows overriding some of the visual settings on a per-car basis.  It has to be placed next to .car 

file and have the same file name. 

Example file: 

[MOTEC] 

graphicsMotecAdditionalDataPagesUnitsStyle = 1 

graphicsMotecGapsDataPageMysteryManMode = 0  
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Downloads and Links 

Changelog 
https://thecrewchief.org/showthread.php?2012-GTR2-Setup-Instructions-Known-Issues-and-Changelog 

For Beta changelog, see the #beta channel at CCGEP Discord. 

GTR2 specific DXVK fork 
Latest version: 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.1_TIWF_021723.zip 

 

Older versions: 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.0_TIWF_010923.zip 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.0_TIWF_010823.zip 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.1_TIWF_042322_Patch1.zip  

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.3_TIWF_091922.zip 

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.1_TIWF_042322.zip 

Command Line script samples 
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/sample_scripts.zip  

 

Beta testing and content update help 

If you’d like to help testing new fixes/enhancements, or have questions about updating your content, 

feel free to ping me (The Iron Wolf) at Crew Chief Discord server or join this dedicated server: 

https://discord.gg/BqPh6ubBR7 . 

Optional AVX2 binaries 
download here 

 

Crew Chief GTR2 Enhancements Plugin Monitor application 
In order to get more insights into what exactly is the AI doing, I ported my rFactor 2 Shared Memory 

Monitor into GTR2.  You can get it here: 

download here 

 

If you want to contribute: https://gitlab.com/TheIronWolfModding/ccgepmonitor 

 

VR Lens Flare custom textures 

https://thecrewchief.org/showthread.php?2012-GTR2-Setup-Instructions-Known-Issues-and-Changelog
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.0_TIWF_010923.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_2.0_TIWF_010823.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.1_TIWF_042322_Patch1.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.3_TIWF_091922.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/gtr2_dxvk_1.10.1_TIWF_042322.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/sample_scripts.zip
https://discord.gg/BqPh6ubBR7
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/bin_avx2.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/CCGEPMonitor.zip
https://gitlab.com/TheIronWolfModding/ccgepmonitor
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 Pimax 5K/8K full FOV, no PP, 36% adjustment download here 

 Valve Index 19% adjustment: download here 
 

ReShade preset and Recommended AA settings by Retrolux  
https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/retrolux-reshade-gtr2.42342/ 

 

Note:  ReShade does not work with DXVK. 

 

Alternative VR loading/UI squeeze logo by GTR233 
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/resources.zip 

Place cc_gtr2_logo.png in the GTR2 root. 

SimHub UI by Sikjar/Shovas 
https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/sho-gtr2-xd-style-simhub-overlays.47212/ 

 

Enhanced open wheeler example mod 
Base RMS-F1-2011 V7.0 (please consider donating RMS for their hard work): https://rms-gt-

racing.jimdo.com/downloads/rms-mods-2009-2018/    

Patch: https://www.mediafire.com/file/8egd3w53bvwkqgv/Mod+RMS-F1-

2011+V7.0+CCGEP+Patch+V1.3.zip/file  

Videos 
 VR demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCiFw_7OoXs&t=0s  also shows dirt pickup 

cleanup at 7:12. 

 

 

 Spin/Lock indicator, additional Motec LEDs and Triple screen UI: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEWj7xjGU04&t=0s  

 

 General overview of plugin capabilities:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orPb9_OlshI&lc=Ugz8K7SVqA-6B7QBWEF4AaABAg.9_FCs-

eR-O-9_FF6S1_iFb 

 

 

 

  

https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/lens_pimax_full_fov_no_pp_36.zip
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/lens_index_19.zip
https://www.racedepartment.com/downloads/retrolux-reshade-gtr2.42342/
https://thecrewchief.org/downloads/gtr2/resources.zip
https://rms-gt-racing.jimdo.com/downloads/rms-mods-2009-2018/
https://rms-gt-racing.jimdo.com/downloads/rms-mods-2009-2018/
https://www.mediafire.com/file/8egd3w53bvwkqgv/Mod+RMS-F1-2011+V7.0+CCGEP+Patch+V1.3.zip/file
https://www.mediafire.com/file/8egd3w53bvwkqgv/Mod+RMS-F1-2011+V7.0+CCGEP+Patch+V1.3.zip/file
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCiFw_7OoXs&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEWj7xjGU04&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orPb9_OlshI&lc=Ugz8K7SVqA-6B7QBWEF4AaABAg.9_FCs-eR-O-9_FF6S1_iFb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orPb9_OlshI&lc=Ugz8K7SVqA-6B7QBWEF4AaABAg.9_FCs-eR-O-9_FF6S1_iFb
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Credits and Thanks 
First of all I got to say a big Thank You to ISI, who gave the whole family of amazing games to enjoy.  Also, 
everyone who worked on GTR2 itself.  It is truly impressive how GTR2 is still one of the most feature 
complete circuit racing games available.  The game renders in VR resolutions, huge FOV and unusual 
aspect ratios, pretty much without major issues.  Considering that resolutions in VR are 5-10 times higher 
than what we ran in 2006, it is very impressive work.  And all that without compromises – Rich ruleset, 
safety car, great AI, 60 car grid, 24hrs cycle, with dynamic weather and no ghosting – all works! 
 
Bjarne Hansen – for helping me to understand AIWs, creating track mappings for some GTR2 tracks and 
testing 
 
Chmul Khom – pioneering Motec Enhancements, content side DRS LED implementation, finding serious 
dirt pickup issue and being a great friend 
 
GTR233 – inventing the trick for wiper animation, fixing HQ content to render correctly at high FOV of the 
VR HMDs and much, much more.  And overall leadership and hard work around GTR2 content 
 
Jstn – for figuring out how to force variable weather 
 
mr_belowski – for his friendship, support, figuring out Oculus rendering bug (without having Oculus!), 
testing and creating the Crew Chief  
 
Retrolux – helping figuring Steam GTR2.exe shadow/headlight flickering and VR improvements 
 
Richard Jackett – for kindly sharing his Grinding Tranny work and insights  
 
Risa2000 – 3D Math and DX discussions 
 
Sidstalker – F1 DRS Rules, Enhanced visual features  
 
Shovas – decoupled physics/FFB testing and feedback. 
 
TechAde and authors of LeoFFB – for rFactor Real Feel Plugin. 
 
The Menace – for his help testing and supplying me with regulations and car mechanical details. 
 
ToniMartin – track changes for F1 DRS rules. 
 
Yoss, Sky, COTAMcKee – tire, gearbox, physics, vehicle dynamics discussions 
 
Yuca – key idea behind the flat spots 
 
ZNix – 3D Math, DX discussions and sharing his OpenComposite knowledge. 
 
 
All the modders - for keeping GTR2 awesome! 
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Manual Changelog 
04/27/23 

 Add section on “F1 2011/2013” DRS rules. 

 Add “Miscellaneous Convenience Features” section. 

03/21/23 

 Introduce “Notes on Direct Drive wheel oscillation” section. 

03/12/23 

 Introduce “Modding Enhancements” section. 

03/01/23 

 Update “Additional Features” section .cchdc/.ccgdb/.cccar info. 

 Add “Data Pages Exclusion Mask” section describing how to hide individual data pages. 

02/26/23 

 Add "OpenXR Rendering" section. 

 Add "Flat Spots softness weight" section. 

01/16/23 

 Update F1 2011 patch to v1.1, see “Downloads and Links/Enhanced open wheeler example 

mod”. 

01/01/23 

 Add “Downloads and Links/GTR2 Specific DXVK Fork” section. 

12/24/22 

 Update “For Modders: adding Enhanced Motec features” section to include RPM indicator. 

12/20/22 

 Introduce “Physics Changes/AI Physics Rate increase” section. 

 Update “For Modders: adding Enhanced Motec features” section to include Anti-Stall warning 

LED. 

11/21/22 

 Introduce “Graphical Changes/Command Line Video Mode settings” section. 

 Introduce “Graphical Changes/Car Body Rain Drops” section. 

 Update ”Command Line Parameters” section. 

11/13/22 

 Update “Always enabled Fixes and Enhancements” section. 

 Add a link to CCGEPMonitor under “Downloads and Links” section. 
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10/15/22 

 Add section “FFB Changes/Per-car Steering FFB Multiplier”. 

10/14/22 

 Rework “FFB Changes” section to account for Real Feel Plugin integration. 

10/07/22 

 Add section “FFB Changes/Real Feel Plugin”. 

09/26/22 

 Add section “If GTR2 still does not start…”.  Thanks to theguy64 for finding the workaround and 

to Kuma606 for writing it up and confirming the fix. 

 

09/11/22 

 Update “Decoupled Inputs modes” section. 

 Update “VR Support (SteamVR)/Notes on Performance” section. 

09/05/22 

Add “Decoupled Physics Rate increase” section. 

08/26/22 

 Add “Decoupled Physics stats” section. 

 Update “VR Lens Flare Effect adjustment”. 

08/18/22 

 Add “Decoupled inputs” section. 

08/13/22 

 Add comparisons of different physics modes. 

08/07/22 

 Update “VR Configuration” section. 

08/06/22 

 Introduce “Decoupled Physics V-Sync mode” section. 

08/01/22 

 Introduce “Physics Changes” section. 

07/16/22 
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 Update “For Modders: adding icons for Additional Data Pages” section with info on FNTCMOTS* 

contents. 

06/11/22 

 Update DXVK/Limitations section. 

04/26/22 

 Add “Memory Usage Optimizations” section. 

03/21/22 

 Add “Rule Changes/DRS Rules” section. 

 Update “Graphical Changes/For Modders: adding Enhanced Motec Features” with instructions 

on how to implement the DRS LED. 

 

03/16/22 

 Updated DXVK/Troubleshooting section. 

02/07/22 

 Updated “Graphical Changes/Additional Data pages” section. 

 Add “Requirements (both CC and VR)/Note on Multithreading” section. 

01/12/22 

 Remove the requirement to run GTR2Config.exe ad admin. 

01/11/22 

 Add “Antistall” to “Gearbox Changes/Squential” section. 

01/08/22 

 Add “Tire Enhancements” to “Graphical Changes” section. 

 Add “Videos” and “Enhanced tires mod example” to “Resources” section. 

01/02/22 

 Add info on 2D image flicker to “DXVK Integration/Troubleshooting” section. 

 Update “VR Recommended tweaks” section with updated info on near clip plane setting and 

personal VR settings. 

 

12/31/21 

 “Gearbox Changes/Sequential/Lift to Shift” – add suggested starting values for 2004 BMW M3 

G2 

12/28/21 
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 Add “Starting GTR2/A note on Power & Glory” section. 

 

12/27/21 

 Add “Graphical Changes/Advanced Flicker Fix” section. 

 Add “Graphics Changes/Improved rain reflection quality” section. 

 Update “VR Recommended tweaks” section with updated info on near clip plane setting. 

12/16/21 

 Add “DXVK Integration” section. 

 Update “VR Configuration” section with the new configuration values. 

 Update “Downloads and Links” section to include SimHub dashes from Sikjar/Shovas. 


